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Abstract 

The particular management accounting lines are considered in the present paper, based on the state and current 
practice of production cost accounting study and calculation of production cost of horse breeding in the analyzed 
companies, to help the enterprise management in making reasonable decisions regarding maintenance of cost 
management in the given industry. The criteria of breakeven point, marginal income, and safety edge can be 
used for production planning, decision-making on pricing for prediction of enterprise development, in particular, 
the selection of efficient management strategy of benefits and costs. Having analyzed the possible strategies in 
management of benefits, costs, one can determine the best options for management decisions (increase of price 
and sales volume of koumiss). 
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1. Introduction 

Management process in modern conditions of the enterprise provided with complete financial and economic 
independence becomes greatly complicated. Simultaneously, the challenges facing the system of accounting are 
also changed. Financial accounting is not able to provide with full operative information necessary for planning 
and control as well as for decision-making in non-standard economic situations. These data can be obtained only 
in the framework of management accounting.  

At present in horse breeding, a system of full inclusion of expenses in production cost is used. This system is 
traditional and includes all expenditures of the company associated with production and sales of horse breeding 
products (Nixon, 2012). Accounting as to total cost is important in determining the financial performance of the 
company, charging taxes. However, it does not provide all the information necessary for effective cost 
management. Therefore, we offer the system of reduced cost "direct costing" to improve accounting. 

2. Theory 

Cost accounting system "direct costing» is intended to include in the cost of production and ending stocks 
estimate only variable production costs and  allocation on financial result of the total amount of fixed costs 
without distribution by product types. This creates a limited (partial) cost of products (works, services), which 
determines the lower limit of price. Undoubtedly, this approach is necessary in conditions when the price is 
influenced by supply and demand, i.e. establishing the market price (Hopwood, 2008; Soin & Collier, 2013).  

The purpose of this method is increasing the speed of decision-making on pricing and possibility of analyzing 
the relationship of the costs, volume of production (sales) of products and profit (CVP-analysis) as well as 
analysis of break-even point. The main principle of operational analysis is the classification of costs into variable 
and fixed ones (Ittner & Larcker, 2002; Matsui, 2013). Such analysis, as the main tool for operational planning, 
is the search for the optimal combination between the variable costs per unit of output, fixed costs, sales volume 
and price. The analysis allows us to find a point of equilibrium (the breakeven point), in which the total amount 
of revenue is equal to total cost. When selling products below the breakeven point, the enterprise receives 
damages. The main concept of "direct costing" is that of "marginal profit", which is the income received by the 
company after compensation of all variable costs (Bebbington & Thomson, 2013; Quinn, 2014). 

Important advantages of "direct costing" (Bourne, Melnyk, Bititci, Platts, & Andersen, 2014; Janke, Matthias, & 
Mahlendorf, 2014):  
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- Provided in its framework cost limiting only by direct costs sufficiently simplifies regulation, planning, 
accounting and control, reduces the complexity and amount of payment transactions, as there is no procedure for 
allocation of fixed costs as to product type;  

- Accounting and control of indirect costs are improved, since their amount for that particular period is shown in 
financial statements as a separate line, which clearly shows their impact on profit margins; 

- in "direct costing" system one can use elements of "direct cost" system in the category of flexible budgets and 
standard costs, this greatly increases the overall level and quality of elements of production and other costs 
control;  

- On the basis of information obtained by using "direct costing" system one can make a variety of operational 
decisions on farm management, namely implement effective pricing policy, find more favorable combination of 
volume and price,  determine the break-even point. 

3. Results 

Because if the company produces several types of products, and the amount of fixed costs is common, then for 
farm purposes the marginal income calculation will be more appropriate, which allows us to determine the 
efficiency of individual products within the enterprise. Let us consider a system of limited cost accounting on the 
basis of marginal income on the example of koumiss farm of “YYY” LLC. 

The calculations in Table 1, allow us to give assessment of production efficiency of individual types of products. 
The most efficient is koumiss production and sale of young horses, where the marginal profit is 2,956.43 
thousand rubles.  

Table 1. Calculation of marginal income as to products of horse breeding at koumiss farm of “YYY” LLC for 
20XX, thousand rubles 

Name of parameters General data
Types of products obtained 

Total 
Koumiss Horse meat Young horses 

1. Breeding mare stock, head 145 х х х х
2. Population of young horses, head 180 х х х х
3. Stallions, fattening, head 19 х х х х
4. Mare milk, produced, kg 145967 х х х х
5. Yield per forage mare, kg / head 1007 х х х х
6. Obtained gain, c. 377,09 х х х х
7. Daily gain, g 582 х х х х
8. Obtained offshoot, head 127 х х х х
9. Annual culling,% 15 х х х х
10. Produced, bottles х 237668 х х х
11. bottles sold х 237668 bot. 2850 kg 77 head х
12. average selling price per unit х 30,47 67,52 69,87 rub/kg х
13. Revenue, thousand rubles х 7241,1 192,4 1871,9 9305,4
14. Variable costs, th.:  
- Salary with benefits; 

 
х

 
456,51

 
37,02

 
187,16 

 
680,69

- Biologics х 1,80 0,15 0,63 2,58
- Zootechnic and veterinary care х 18,41 1,47 6,54 26,42
- mare milk; х 3114,56 х х 3114,56
- feed; х х 175,39 1157,37 1332,76
- raw materials; х 365,28 29,62 128,05 502,95
- heating; х 20,99 1,70 7,36 30,05
- electricity; х 87,09 7,06 30,52 154,72
- glass bottles; х 414,64 х х 414,64
- other materials; х 15,41 1,23 5,40 22,04
- services of tractors х 18,75 1,52 6,71 26,98
- other services; х 11,00 34,35 55,67 71,02
Total variable costs, th. rubles х 4524,05 239,51 1585,41 6348,97
15. Marginal income, th. rubles х 2717,05 -47,11 286,49 2956,43
16. margin per unit., rub х 11,43 -16,53 10,69 х
17. Fixed costs, th. rub:  
- of general production; 

 
х

 
х

 
х

 
х 

 
645,72

- оf general farm; х х х х 1023,95
- Commercial х х х х 94,66
Total fixed costs, th. rub х х х х 1764,33
18. Operating profit х х х х 1192,10
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One of the main objectives of management accounting is to collect and compile the information needed to make 
sound management decisions.  

Based on the information of management accounting the problems of operative and perspective character are 
solved. Operational tasks include determining the break-even point, production planning, making decisions on 
pricing. The objectives of the forward-looking statements, those having a long-term strategic importance are: 
investment, restructuring of business, whether to develop new products (Safiullin, Klychova, & Zakirova, 2014; 
Ferreira & Otley, 2009). 

One of the main types of management decisions on the basis of calculations of marginal revenue is carrying out 
the break-even analysis. To calculate the breakeven point for koumiss and youngsters horses are used the data of 
Table 1.  

Sales volume of koumiss at breakeven point = 1764330: 11, 43 = 154,359 bottles, or in cash 154,559 × 30, 07 = 
4641575, 13 rub. 

Sales volume of young horses at breakeven point = 81690: 10.69 = 7641kg or, in monetary terms, 7641 × 69, 87 
= 533927, 06 rubles. 

To make advanced decisions the coefficient of marginal revenue is calculated. Profit margin per 1 bottle of 
koumiss and 1kg of young horses is 11.43 and 10.69 rubles, correspondingly; sales revenue is 30.47 rubles for 
one bottle of koumiss and 69.87 rub /kg for young horses. Consequently, the ratio of marginal profit and revenue 
is 37.52% for koumiss and 15.30% for young horses. This means that for each 100 rub of realization the profit 
margin is 37.52 rubles and 15.30 rub, correspondingly.  

Thus, having planned the sales revenue of products, one can determine the size of the expected marginal revenue. 
Suppose that the company plans to get revenue from the sale of koumiss 7654380 rubles and from the sale of 
young horses - 2050000 rubles, then this amount will match the profit margin of 2910195 rubles and 313,650 
rubles, correspondingly.  

To determine the operating profit (profit before tax) we deduct from this amount the calculated total fixed costs:  

− for koumiss: 2910195 - 764330 = 1145865 rubles,  

− for young horses: 313,650 - 81,690 = 231,960 rubles.  

Thus, in the planned total income of 7654380 rubles as to koumiss and 2050000 rubles for young horses the 
profit will be 1145865 rubles and 231,960 rubles, correspondingly.  

These calculations allow us to determine the security zone (stock of safety).  

Safety edge, % = ((planned sales revenue – break even point)/ planned sales revenue)*100 %    (1) 

Substituting the corresponding numerical values in formula 1, we get 

39,36%100%
7654380

3012804,87
100%

7654380

4641575,137654380
=×=×

−
 as to koumiss and 13.94% as to young horses. 

Thus, by these percent amount the volume of sales may be decreased before the company incurs a loss. If 
enterprise has a positive stock of safety, its profit is given by  

Profit = Margin of Safety × Margin profit per unit of product             (2)  

Profit for koumiss is: 39, 36 × 11, 43 = 4, 49 rub/bottle. That is, any change in the volume of sales leads to even 
more pronounced change in profit. This relationship is designated as the effect of operating leverage. Power of 
operating leverage shows the percentage change of profit, if revenue change is one percent.  

Strength of operating leverage = Margin Profit / Profit = (Revenue - Variable Costs) / Profit = (Profit + Fixed 
costs) / Profit                                     (3) 

The strength of operating leverage is: (11, 43 ÷ 4, 49) = 2, 54. Consequently, if the next month revenues from 
koumiss increase by 10%, profits will increase accordingly by 25.4%.  

By specifying the conditions of proposed sales one can set the minimum amount of variable and fixed costs, 
which can be withstood by the operation. Suppose one needs to implement for the year 248,500 bottles of 
koumiss. Having denoted the price by X, we get: 

248 500 X X 19.03 = 248.500 + 1764330  

X 248,500 = 6,493,285 
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X = 26.13 rubles. 

Thus, the organization will earn profit, selling one bottle of koumiss at a price of above 26.13 rubles under given 
conditions. 

The maximum amount of the fixed and variable costs, which the company will be able to cover for the planned 
volume of production, is: 248,500 × 30, 47 = 7571,795 rubles. 

For a clearer presentation of the calculations performed for accounting and decision-making on the basis of 
marginal income, we have developed the management document "Calculating the marginal revenue as to product 
in productive horse breeding". 
 
Table 2. Calculation of marginal income for horse breeding products of koumiss farm for 20XX. 

Name of parameters General data 
Types of products obtained 

Total 
Koumiss Horse meat Young horses 

1. Breeding mare stock, head 145 х х х х
2. Population of young horses, head 180 х х х х
3. Stallions, fattening, head  19 х х х х
4. Mare milk, produced, kg  145967 х х х х
5. Yield per forage mare, kg/head  1007 х х х х
6. Obtained gain, c. 377,09 х х х х
7. Daily gain, g  582 х х х х
8. Obtained offshoot, head 127 х х х х
9. Annual culling,%  15 х х х х
10. Produced, bottles  х 237668 х х х
11. bottles sold  х 237668 bot. 2850 kg 77 head. х
12. average selling price per unit  х 30,47 67,52 69,87 rub/kg х
13. Revenue, thousand rubles х 7241,1 192,4 1871,9 9305,4
14. Variable costs, th.:  
- Salary with benefits;  

 
х 

 
456,51

 
37,02

 
187,16 

 
680,69

- Biologics х 1,80 0,15 0,63 2,58
- Zootechnic and veterinary care  х 18,41 1,47 6,54 26,42
- mare milk; х 3114,56 х х 3114,56
- feed; х х 175,39 1157,37 1332,76
- raw materials; х 365,28 29,62 128,05 502,95
- heating; х 20,99 1,70 7,36 30,05
- electricity; х 87,09 7,06 30,52 154,72
- glass bottles; х 414,64 х х 414,64
- other materials; х 15,41 1,23 5,40 22,04
- services of tractors х 18,75 1,52 6,71 26,98
- other services; х 11,00 34,35 55,67 71,02
Total variable costs, th. rubles х 4524,05 239,51 1585,41 6348,97
15. Marginal income, th. rubles х 2717,05 -47,11 286,49 2956,43
16. Margin per unit, rub  х 11,43 -16,53 10,69 х
17. Fixed costs, th. rub:  
- of general production; 

 
х 

 
х

 
х

 
х 

 
645,72

- оf general farm; х х х х 1023,95
- Commercial  х х х х 94,66
Total fixed costs, th. rub х х х х 1764,33
18. Operating profit  х х х х 1192,10
19. Break-even point (p17/ p16) х 154,36 - 165,04 х
20.Safety edge, % х  
21. Manufacturing leverage х  
 
This form of the document is used to calculate the margin profit for products manufactured by the koumiss farm. 
New columns can be added in this document, when comparing planned and actual performance. The value of the 
marginal profit can be used to compare the efficiency of individual products manufacturing, finding the 
break-even point, edge security, analysis of variable and fixed costs and calculation of the optimal production 
program. 

4. Conclusions 

Thus, the need in integration of various elements of management accounting in a single system, supporting 
cost-considered management decision making, increase of productivity and competitiveness, is obvious in the 
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current economic environment for effective management of agricultural enterprise and its existence in strict 
competitive environment, including the international level. In practice, some elements of management 
accounting, as a rule, are used in enterprises. It is important that these elements should be combined into the 
overall structure, aimed at achieving a specific result. Management accounting system, which is one of the most 
effective tools for planning and forecasting, operational control of efficiency of enterprise resources use, increase 
of its attractiveness, is a greatly complicated diverse system characterized by unity and correlation with external 
environment, structure, hierarchy, permanence in functioning and evolution, orientation to purpose, etc.  
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